Bookings of the new bold and sporty SUV – Tata NEXON to commence from
11th September, nationally
Mumbai, September 6th, 2017: To cater to the growing popularity of its new dynamic, bold and sporty SUV Tata NEXON, Tata Motors will commence bookings for this highly anticipated SUV, beginning 11th September,
2017, across all its authorized dealerships, in India. The Tata NEXON encompasses all virtues of an ultimate
urban performer. With a strong road presence and a sporty demeanor, the Tata NEXON is the fourth product
under the IMPACT design philosophy. The car can be booked with an amount of INR 11,000, only.
According to Mr. Mayank Pareek, President, Passenger Vehicle Business Unit, Tata Motors - “Since its
first showcase at the Auto Expo 2014, the Tata NEXON has been one of the most talked about and most
awaited SUVs from Tata Motors. With its unique styling and the most appreciated feature set, the NEXON is a
winner and a perfect car for the urban, young customers. With the NEXON, we have set new benchmarks in
India’s fastest growing SUV segment and the recent feedback of the car from experts have been very
encouraging. As per our turnaround strategy, we are working with a renewed focus and energy to improve our
market share and bring products faster to market. We are delighted with the response and to cater to the
increased demand, we are opening bookings soon.”
Class-leading features to look forward in the NEXON:
design






Explore the whole new world
of NEXON







Striking futuristic
featuring

Powertrains, that will set
your heart racing
First-in-class
Modes

Drive




Eco, City and Sport options available at the turn of a knob
Flexibility to change the driving performance and feel, as per the driver’s need

ground




Sporting a 209mm of ground clearance
Crunch through those big potholes and speed-breakers with ease




Advance safety features like ISOFIX Child restrain system for rear seats
Dual front airbags and antilock braking system with corner stability control as
standard across all variants,
Adjustable front & rear headrests for impact protection

Multi

Unbeatable
clearance
Absolute safety
occupants

Breaking the Box” Design
An aerodynamic silhouette with a raked rear, enhancing the sporty character
Featuring the practicality of a SUV with style of a sports coupe
Ivory white accents around fog lamps and the high-intensity projector headlamps
with feline-eye shaped day time running lights
Inviting layered three-tone dashboard,
High-quality premium textures, fabrics and materials
Grand Central Console with tambour door mechanism
Elegant drive control knob and an elevated gear shift lever
Powered to impress, two new engines, the 1.2L Turbocharged Petrol from the
Revotron series and the 1.5L Diesel engine from the Revotorq series, mated to a
6-speed transmission for easy & smooth drive

for

the
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Brake assist feature for shorter stopping distance in emergency braking

Superlative comfort





Sculpted seats made up of varying hardness foam
Adaptive Dual-path suspension for active absorption of jerks
Superior driving comfort with an agile Electric Power steering featuring active
return for those sharp U-turns

Extraordinarily convenient
features



Automatic climate control & rear blower for homogenous cooling with Voice
commands & Tata Smart remote app
Reverse Parking assist with wide-angle camera & advanced ultrasonic sensors
Push-button start, electrically adjustable & foldable mirrors for convenient control
Wearable smart key which can be used like a wrist band and allows direct access
31 utility spaces





Exclusively
tuned
Connectnext
Infotainment
system by HarmanTM







6.5” floating dash-top touchscreen
New generation of smartphone connectivity, with Android Auto, Apple Car Play
(Car play to be offered soon)
8 powerful speakers for an unmatched music experience
Voice recognition, voice alerts, video playback & image viewing options
Host of smartphone applications to ensure intuitive vocal interaction with the car’s
Infotainment for navigation

-EndsAbout Tata Motors
Tata Motors Limited, a USD 42 billion organisation, is a leading global automobile manufacturer of cars, utility vehicles,
buses, trucks and defence vehicles. As India’s largest automobile company and part of the USD 100 billion Tata group,
Tata Motors has operations in the UK, South Korea, Thailand, South Africa, and Indonesia through a strong global
network of 76 subsidiary and associate companies, including Jaguar Land Rover in the UK and Tata Daewoo in South
Korea. In India, Tata Motors has an industrial joint venture with Fiat. Engaged in engineering and automotive solutions,
with a focus on future-readiness and a pipeline of tech-enabled products, Tata Motors is India’s market leader in
commercial vehicles and among the top in passenger vehicles with 9 million vehicles on Indian roads. The company’s
innovation efforts are focused on developing auto technologies that are sustainable as well as suited. With design and
R&D centres located in India, the UK, Italy and Korea, Tata Motors strives to pioneer new products that fire the
imagination of GenNext customers. Abroad, Tata cars, buses, and trucks are being marketed in Europe, Africa, the
Middle East, South Asia, South East Asia, South America, Australia, CIS, and Russia.
To know more, please visit (www.tatamotors.com; also follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/TataMotors)
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